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Abstract

In an attempt to analyze the random walk hypothesis as the process governing the behaviour
of financial asset prices, we study the presence of clustering as well as support and resistance
barriers in price series through a number of statistical tests on a sample of 100 companies
belonging to the S&P 500. According to our results, there seems to be a significant level of
clustering at round numbered price levels, a conclusion aligned with previous literature.
However, further tests indicate we cannot assert the existence of barriers.

JEL Classification: G14, G40

1. Introduction

Consensus has it that stock dynamics can be reasonably explained by the random walk
hypothesis since its conception by Louis Bachelier (1900). For decades, academics and
professionals have debated whether our models should be based on the axioms and
assumptions described by Bachelier’s thesis, dividing the world of finance into two schools of
thought: fundamentalists and chartists.
Fundamentalists or intrinsic value theorists are known for alleging one cannot deduce a stock’s
price by looking at previous data. In statistical terms, this means that stock prices are
independent of each other1, and time series convey no information whatsoever for the traders
demise. Changes in prices are subject to new information, which is thought to behave in a
random manner. By this, we refer to pieces of information such as quarterly reports, a change
in management, or the introduction of a new product line; in essence, anything that may
change a stock’s return expectations. On the other hand, chartist claim they can predict a
stock’s pathway or future movements by studying previous price changes. This, of course,
implies stock prices are not independent of each other.
A means for anticipating a stock’s course is by identifying what is known as systematic error.
In market terms, we just mean a type of behaviour which is suboptimal (non-zero mean) and
predictable that repeats itself through time. When the market becomes predictable,
sophisticated traders can exploit it and make a profit. If one becomes good enough at
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distinguishing such events, it may be possible for him to make above average profits
consistently.
In parallel, those who stand by the efficient market hypothesis such as the economist Eugene
Fama have argued that this type of events cannot persist in time, as signals tend to cancel or
even revert themselves. If a trader spots a predictable event, he will buy or sell until no more
profits can be made, prompting the market price to equilibrium.
Efforts for solving this market timing riddle have been made, by either trying to approximate
the equation that describes market dynamics, testing for independence in price series, or
finding recurrent events that may have not been picked up by other investors. The spectrum
for the latter is vast, constrained only to one’s imagination.
With newer tools for statistical analysis at disposal, some academics have shown an interest
on the distribution of trades and closing prices, particularly, on the clustering of stock prices
around multiples of ten. This has been a well known phenomena in other disciplines such as
marketing, providing a foundation for the study of this path. Pioneers such as Osborne (1962)
and Niederhoffer (1965, 1966) paved the way by looking at the distribution of closing prices
on the tape, setting a precedent for those who wished to take a deeper look on the subject.
Soon enough, additional literature began to appear concerning different approaches to the
same problem, as is the case of Alexander (1961) who implemented a trial and error method
for different buy and sell strategies in an attempt to profit from market swings. Countless
examples have followed.
The purpose behind this work lays on assessing whether the level of clustering found by
previous authors has held throughout time, taking into account the further sophistication of
market participants as well as nearly two decades of decimalization; and evaluate the
presence of other kinds of systematic error by testing chartists’ theories with the mathematical
background it usually lacks.
A definitive answer on this topic would entail strong implications in the way finance is thought
and put to work in the real world.
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2. Previous work
2.1. Evidence for round numbers
The first attempts to unravel the mechanisms involved in price determination were done by
Osborne (1962) and Niederhoffer (1965, 1966). One of the initial conclusions of their studies
includes the presence of disparate frequencies in price levels; more precisely, a discrepancy
in the expected and observed frequency of price levels positioned in round numbers or ‘even
eights’ (½, ¼ and ¾). Additionally, Niederhoffer (1966) proposes there is a tendency for limit
orders to be placed at whole numbers. Investigations have been extended to different
exchanges such as Harris (1991) for the NYSE, Christie and Schulz (1994) for the NASDAQ
and Aitken et al (1996) for the Australian Stock Exchange. Other research includes the study
of price clustering post-decimalization (Ikenberry and Weston, 2007) which took over in 2001,
in the interest of assessing whether the effect was still present in agents’ memories even
though the probability for clustering had logically been reduced. Although one would expect
price clustering would diminish significantly bearing in mind the reduction in transaction costs,
spreads and tick size, results beg to differ. Furthermore, authors such as Guo (2013) compare
levels of clustering between big and small market capitalization companies in the US and
Chinese markets. His results indicate that although US markets are, by definition, considered
more sophisticated, they exhibit higher levels of clustering than Chinese markets. Guo
insinuates noise traders play a significant role in American markets, causing US stocks to
manifest this effect. More importantly, the author identifies higher levels of clustering in small
caps for the US market, while the contrary applies to Chinese markets. According to Guo, US
markets for small caps are more speculative than big caps, reason he links to the increased
clustering. In contrast, the author points out small-cap traders in Chinese markets tend to be
more sophisticated than big-cap traders, suggesting this may be the reason behind his results.
2.2. Causes for the round number effect
Following Sonnemans’ (2006) classification, we consider the following reasons for the effect
under analysis:
Preference for round numbers
A logical explanation for price clustering can be attributed to individuals’ preference for round
numbers. More often than not, individuals tend to think and make assumptions on ‘familiar
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numbers’ or multiples of ten. Preference on itself can be associated with other explanations
described further on such as convenience and limited memory.
On the other hand, this theory could be contrasted with some situations in which round
numbers are not the favourite ones, such as lucky numbers in lotteries and casinos.
Coordination on limited price set
In line with Harris (1991), under the assumption that new offers must improve standing ones,
a limited discrete set of prices establishes a limit on the number of possible rounds before an
agreement is reached. This could lead to coordination amongst traders to shrink the price set
(for example, to halves) in order to decrease transaction costs, thus, generating clustering
within those numbers.
Convenience
An explanation for round number clustering lies in their usefulness. Simplicity offers a relief
from the informational load and lowers the probability of mistakes, allowing humans to carry
out calculations with ease. Mitchell (2001) offers evidence implying this has long been a
human habit, and can be found ubiquitously amidst human activity.
Others such as Brenner and Brenner (1982) argue that presuming our memory capacity is
limited or bounded by the laws of biology, it is key to maximize the quantity of individual pieces
of information stored while preserving its quality. The tradeoff between quantity and quality
ensued results in an evolutionary adaptation to weigh digits by order of appearance, which in
turn may aid the process of cluster formation.
Costs do not come in terms of limited memory only, but through other resources including time
and money. Authors such as Herrmann & Thomas (2005) have found significant levels of
clustering in analysts’ forecasts at nickel intervals, as costs involved with information gathering
needed to provide precise forecasts are too high for some brokerage firms.
Odd pricing
Marketing literature and cognitive psychology often describe the phenomena known as odd
pricing in goods and services (e.g. Holdershaw, Gendall and Garland, 1997; Stiving and
Winer, 1997; Schindler and Kirby, 1997), in which the price for a given product is just below a
5

round number such as $9.99 instead of $10.00. Several authors find strong results describing
the presence of odd pricing, one of them being Folkertsma (2002) who found that 31% of the
observed prices for more than 70.000 observations had a 9 as the last significant digit, and
20% of prices ended on 98 or 95 cents.
In line with the findings of Brenner and Brenner (1982) described above, consumers tend to
consider products priced in virtue of this ruse to be significantly cheaper than those that are
not, even though the price difference in absolute value may be the same.
In financial markets, it means that, speaking in utilitarian terms, selling a stock at the round
number mark may impart a higher marginal benefit than selling at a slightly higher price. This
type of behavior may manifest itself with a significant proportion of limit sell orders targeted in
round numbers.
Bounded rationality and aspiration levels
One such theory for price clustering involves price targeting and bounded rationality first as
first described by Simon (1955). Investors tend to manifest expectations by means of price
targeting, a price at which they are aiming to buy or sell while satisfied. These are often
included in analysts’ equity forecasts as part of their recommendation, and is set to provide an
“acceptable” solution to the investor’s needs. Although maximization of individual utility
functions does not occur, target prices offer a means of locking a profit if such a scenario is
attained.
Again, convenience and simplicity play a role in defining aspiration levels, which are typically
set on round numbers. In the stock market, common practice involves the use of limit orders
to further reduce the cost of price surveillance, leading to the possibility of clustering.
2.3. Independence and trading strategies
Earlier investigations such as those carried out by Cowles and Jones (1937) have tackled the
independence issue by calculating autocorrelation factors in time series. Although their results
indicate a significant level of autocorrelation, they lack consistency between time periods.
Later studies have focused on proof by contradiction by testing trading strategies that could
consistently generate above average returns. Examples include that of Alexander (1961) and
Houthakker (1961) who found positive autocorrelation in the form of trends that tend to persist
once began. Albeit, when trading costs are taken into account, the benefit of identifying such
6

trends disappears. Conclusively, the market seems to exhibit some form of systematic error
that can be statistically identified, but is not large enough to prove beneficial for an investor.
On the other hand, Cowles (1933) has tested the ability of professional agencies to beat the
market without much success.
Other authors such as Cootner (1962) have proposed the existence of support and resistance
barriers, psychologically self-imposed limits amongst which stock prices move stochastically.
In theory, barriers act in a similar way as a maximum or minimum price, with the sole difference
that these can eventually be overcome if market forces allow it. Conventionally, support
barriers are those that act as a minimum or a floor, while resistance barriers refer to price
levels that act as a maximum or a ceiling.
As prices approach a barrier, the course of action becomes more confined given the market’s
reluctancy to cross the aforementioned reference points. If such phenomena exist, prices will
most likely find resistance when trying to surpass these barriers, and will end up bouncing off
more often than not. This is shown in Diagram 1; being a maximum, its movements are
restrained in such a way that when price levels hit the U$S 100 limit, its most likely future step
is downwards. Cootner describes this by means of negative autocorrelation in price levels the
closer we become to a barrier. A more recent study (Donaldson and Kim, 1993) uses powerful
statistical models to assess these claims. Their results indicate conditional returns for the Dow
Jones Index become negatively correlated at round numbered price levels, supporting the
claim for price barriers.

Diagram 1
St
100

90

t
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3. Methodology
3.1. Data

Daily closing price information were gathered from the CRSP2 database for 100 public
companies listed on the S&P500 index. The time span chosen ranges from 30/6/2013 to
30/6/2018 for a total of 5 years. The process of choosing companies was done with an
algorithm, which randomly selected 50 of the 100 companies with highest market
capitalization, and another 50 of the 100 companies with the lowest market capitalization on
the index. This was done to further compare the level of clustering relative to size.
We note the CRSP tool provides more than one stock series for some companies due to the
existence of preferred stock. In favour of simplicity, we only considered common stock. In total,
we gathered over 123.000 observations.
3.2. Tests and methodologies
3.2.1. Uniformity

Under the assumption that stock prices behave as a random walk process, logic would dictate
that no price is more or less likely to appear than another. Redirecting our attention on ending
decimals (taking two at a time), we extend this statement to no combination of decimal
numbers are more or less likely to appear than another on closing prices. In terms of a
statistician, we are claiming that the probability of occurrence of any decimal is equal for every
combination of decimals, or, in other words, that combinations of decimals follow a uniform
distribution of probability.
We began by plotting the respective histogram for ending decimals on closing prices with
respect to big and small companies, and then for each separately, in order to visually represent
relative frequency and have an initial intuition on the probability distribution behind this
process. Subsequently, the Chi square and Kolgomorov-Smirnov statistical tests were
employed to assess goodness of fit to a uniform probability distribution.
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3.2.2. F-test for variability of returns
3.2.2.1 Control and treatment groups

A complementary test to assess the clustering of stock prices includes analyzing their variance
throughout time. As market price levels approach a point of clustering, one would expect prices
to settle briefly, seemingly stabilizing before all pending transactions around this point are
exhausted.
We randomly chose 10 companies from our sample, 5 per each group to represent and
measure differences between big and small companies. The selection procedure was the
same as the one described in Section 3.1.
Our treatment and control groups are outlined in the following way.
First, we define a point of clustering as every price level at:


Multiples of 10 for stocks with a market price under U$S 300.



Multiples of 50 for stocks with a market price over U$S 300.

Then, we identify each point of clustering present in our time series’ and calculate the sample
variance for each of these moments. To do this, we must define a time frame and where to
begin counting. We set the time frame at 20 running trading days. Next, our starting point or
event is defined as the moment t at which prices fall between ± 2.5% from a point of clustering
for the first time, within a maximum period of 19 running trading days before price levels cross
said point of clustering. As we’ll be calculating the sample variance for periods of 20 running
days and wish to include the moment when prices cross a point of clustering, an event can
only occur up to 19 running trading days before a point of clustering is crossed. To avoid
counting the same effect twice, we do not allow superposition between samples, thus
gathering information for individual, mutually exclusive moments only.
As an example, if we consider the U$S 100 price level and prices are currently below this
point, we’d define an event as the moment when prices close over the U$S 97.5 price level
within the 19 running days before prices reach U$S 100, as shown in Diagram 2.
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The treatment group is defined as each of these moments. The same procedure was applied
grouping by big caps and small caps.
For the control group, we calculated the sample variance for the 20 running days since a
randomly chosen closing price. We gathered each of these moments and grouped them in our
control group. The same procedure was applied grouping by big caps and small caps.
Each group had the same amount of samples.
3.2.2.2 Details concerning the test

For this test, we would like to use price levels but these are not very useful in the comparative
sense. This is the main reason why returns are usually used provided this type of exercises.
By using percentage returns, we can compare two different securities under the same scope.
Returns are usually known in their discrete, linear form:
𝑝 − 𝑝
𝑝
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However, returns can also be expressed with logarithms. One important distinction between
these two is how price levels are ‘translated’ onto percentage returns. Moreover, this
distinction is crucial because when talking exclusively about support and resistance barriers
as well as round number clustering, an investor’s mind would tend to focus on price level and
not on daily returns.
By using linear returns, a ‘translation’ problem emerges. Let us say a stock price jumps in the
following way:

Stock price

t

t+1

t+2

100

105

100

By computing the linear return for every moment, we would have that the jump from t to t+1
implies a 5% increase, and the jump from t+1 to t+2 is equal to a 4.8% decrease. Yet, the
change in absolute value was the same. This can become a problem as our results could be
positively skewed by this phenomenon; and here is where logarithmic returns make their way.
Logarithmic returns are defined as:

ln

𝑝
𝑝

One of the main advantages of logarithmic returns is that, contrary to linear returns, the jump
from t to t+1 would give us an increase of 4.9%, while the jump from t+1 to t+2 would imply a
decrease of 4.9%. This means positive and negative returns of equal magnitude but opposite
signs will cancel each other out, a property known as symmetry.
Our test was performed on the variability of returns as percentages, which enables us to draw
conclusions from price series of varying price levels. As our focus still lies upon price level, we
found appropriate to compute returns as logarithmic. On the other hand, returns calculated as
the logarithm between prices preserve normality if prices are distributed lognormally. This
property is key as will be explained once we define the statistical test employed.
To test our hypothesis, we applied the F-test for variance and assessed whether the sample
variance when approximating a round number was significantly lower than that of the control
group.
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By design, the F-test for variance assumes the data of the population under scrutiny is
generated from a normal distribution. Supporting our claim on the Central Limit Theorem, we
could assert that, given the aggregate of n data points generated from independent random
variables, stock returns asymptotically approximate a normal distribution, providing us with the
flexibility to use its properties. Additionally, we carried out the Shapiro-Wilk test for normality
on all samples to support the use of the F-test.
3.2.3. Conditional probabilities and reflective barriers

As previously mentioned, there seems to exist, at least within popular culture, a fascination
with certain price levels and the market’s ability to surpass them. Breaking a barrier gives off
a signal in many ways. Journalists tend to write on these, with headlines or phrases such as:
“Markets were further spooked when contracts slid below the psychologically important threshold of
2700… Despite Thursday’s stock market rally, technical signals– psychologically important thresholds
that often presage shifts in market sentiment–predict more trouble ahead.” (Wall Street Journal, October
26, 2018)

Other quotes from newspapers include:
“Gold is set to test the key $450 barrier in the coming weeks as concerns over the weak US dollar following
last week’s re-election of President Bush sent investors rushing for the safe-haven metal. Analysts believe
the psychological mark is well within reach.” (Financial Times, November 9, 2004)

The press’ interpretation of market movements aids in the formation of public opinion and
shaping market participant’s behavior, whom may use this information to gain perception on
the market.
To test this sub-hypothesis we calculate conditional probabilities of directional price
movements in an attempt to study the behaviour of prices when approaching a barrier. As
previously addressed, barriers are symptoms of market resistance on certain established
reference points. Reluctance to cross a predefined price level could be observed through an
increase in the frequency of price decreases in the case of a resistance barrier, and of price
increases in the case of a support barrier, the closer we get.
We undertake this issue through conditional probabilities, by calculating if there are any
significant changes in the frequency of ‘Up’ or ‘Down’ movements in price as we approach a
barrier. If prices are approaching a barrier from above, that is, on a downward trend, we’d
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expect the probability of an ‘Up’ movement in price to increase as we come closer to the
barrier. The opposite applies when approaching a barrier from below.
We gather information on price movements for each stock, recording an increase in price from
t to t+1 as ‘Up’ and a decrease in price as ‘Down’. Next, we must define the price levels at
which barriers are conjectured. Just as we did in section 3.2.2.1, we specify our barriers at
every price level that is:


Multiple of 10 for stocks with a market price under U$S 300.



Multiple of 50 for stocks with a market price over U$S 300.

To evaluate the size of the effect the closer stock prices moves to a barrier, we establish a
range or threshold proportional to each barrier’s price level upon which we will count the
number of ‘Up’ and ‘Down’ movements, thus obtaining the probability of an ‘Up’ or ‘Down’
movement conditional to being X% above or below a barrier. Then, these probabilities will be
compared to those of the whole series in order to identify if there is a significant change in
price behaviour between the two sets of data. If barriers do exist, we would expect prices to
find resistance when attempting to cross the barrier price level, eventually bouncing against
these, hence, a so-called reflective barrier3. To establish the level of statistical significance we
apply resampling techniques, more specifically, through a permutation test method known as
Monte Carlo testing.
The Monte Carlo technique involves generating a number of random simulations using as a
reference the sample distribution of ‘Up’ and ‘Down’ movements from each series. To test
significance, we must count how many of these simulations present:


Equal or more ‘Up’ movements as observed when price levels approach a support
barrier from a certain threshold



Equal or more ‘Down’ movements as observed when price levels approach a
resistance barrier from a certain threshold

This will provide us with an estimation of the p-value.
We simulate 10.000 samples of size n using the empirical probabilities for ‘Up’ and ‘Down’
movements obtained from each time series. The sample size will be equal to the number of
3

Cootner, Paul (1962) coined the term first.
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days whose closing prices lie within the specified threshold level. As defined above, te next
step involves counting how many of these simulated time series have at least the same
quantity of ‘Up’ or ‘Down’ movements as those observed when within our threshold level. By
dividing this number by the number of simulations, we obtain how likely it is for price behaviour
while approaching a barrier to be generated from the same process governing the rest of the
series. If reflective barriers exist, we expect the effect to become more significant as the
threshold level becomes lower.
The test is to be applied to each security separately, and then to the groups denominated big
and small altogether to compare any significant differences between the two.
Threshold levels were set at 1%, 2.5% and 5%.
4. Results
4.1. Tests for uniformity

In the following section, we plot and compare histograms for ending decimals in closing prices.
Along with frequency, we plot the expected number of observations in red. As we assume the
probability of ending decimals comes from a uniform frequency distribution, E(X) is equal to
the number of observations, N, times the probability of occurrence, , with n being the number
of bins. We begin by including all stocks, represented in Figure 1.
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Next, we separate companies by size, with big and small companies depicted in Figures 2 and
3 respectively.

As we discussed previously, we assess whether the observed data comes from a uniform
distribution. To do this, we test our data separately through the Chi square and KolgomorovSmirnov tests for goodness of fit.
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For the Kolgomorov-Smirnov test, we present the results for all observations first, big
companies second and small companies third in Table 1.

Table 1

data

One-sample Kolgomorov-Smirnov test
D
p-value
alternative hypothesis

All

0.015948

2.2e-16

two-sided

Big

0.018229

2.2e-16

two-sided

Small

0.015259

2.2e-16

two-sided

We can reject the null hypothesis within 0.01 significance levels for all datasets, meaning
there’s not enough evidence to assert our dataset originates from a uniform distribution.
As for the Chi squared test, we placed the data into bins, one per possible decimal, giving a
total of 100 bins. The results are shown in Table 2.
Table 2

data

Chi-squared test for given probabilities
p-value
df
𝑋

All

693.16

2.2e-16

99

Big

471.44

2.2e-16

99

Small

326.84

2.2e-16

99

We can reject the null hypothesis within 0.01 significance levels for all datasets, meaning
there’s not enough evidence to assert our dataset originates from a uniform distribution.
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4.2. Variability of returns

For this test, we first addressed the issue of normality through the Shapiro-Wilk test, discarding
all samples that did not favour normality at the 1% significance level. With the remaining
samples arranged accordingly onto treatment and control group, we carried out the F-test for
equality of two variances with:

𝐻 :

𝜎
=1
𝜎

𝐻 :

𝜎
<1
𝜎

Results for every individual stock are shown on Table 3 with the corresponding F statistic, the
p-value and the degrees of freedom.

Table 3

F-Test for Equality of Variance
data

F statistic

p-value

AMGN

0,82

2,00E-03

919

CELG

0,80

1,00E-03

739

GOOGL

0,78

9,00E-04

619

IBM

0,76

3,00E-04

639

UTX

0,59

3,00E-07

359

ALK

1,00

0,52

679

CINF

0,87

0,10

359

FLS

1,00

0,52

499

LB

1,11

0,83

299

NKTR

0,82

0,08

199

𝑑𝑓 ,

BIG

SMALL

Preliminarily, we can observe the treatment group for companies belonging to the big cap set
show a significantly lower sample variance than that of the control group for the same batch.
In contrast, small cap companies fail to do so given a few exceptions.
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Regarding each set as a whole, results are displayed below in Table 4.

Table 4

data

F-Test for Equality of Variance
𝑑𝑓 ,
F statistic
p-value

All

0,85

2,89E-09

5319

Big

0,77

3,05E-14

3279

Small

0,93

0,06

2039

When grouped together, results differ, rejecting the null hypothesis at the 0.01 level for big
capitalization companies and both groups altogether, as well as for small capitalization
companies at the 0.10 level.
4.3. Reflective barriers

Our results indicate that, with a few exceptions, price movements when approaching a barrier
for any of the threshold levels previously defined are not significantly different from those of
our time series. We present our findings arranged by stock, group and threshold level. Tables
5 and 6 indicate how likely is it that the conditional probabilities we obtained are effectively a
result of randomness. Namely, the tables reflect the chance that the process governing price
determination is the same for the entirety of the time series, to when price levels approach a
potential barrier. If this number is above the usual levels of significance of 1%, 5% and 10%,
we can say there are no significant differences in the process that determines price
movements during these two moments. Conclusively, there is not enough evidence to support
the presence of reflective barriers. Table 7 does the same for each group as a whole, arriving
to the same result.
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Table 5
Threshold level
Support barriers

1,0%

2,5%

5,0%

AMGN

0,9663

0,8193

0,2453

CELG

0,1186

0,3578

0,3346

GOOGL

0,8043

0,5968

0,6102

IBM

0,6741

0,6441

0,4041

UTX

0,6204

0,5853

0,2541

ALK

0,4118

0,1713

0,8321

CINF

0,9293

0,8445

0,7371

FLS

0,5509

0,3743

0,7396

LB

0,9087

0,8776

0,7394

NKTR

0,6288

0,7369

0,9232

BIG

SMALL

Table 6

Threshold level
Resistance barriers

1,0%

2,5%

5,0%

AMGN

0,5616

0,4216

0,7170

CELG

0,5106

0,6655

0,8303

GOOGL

0,9550

0,9310

0,9360

IBM

0,4583

0,5056

0,4820

UTX

0,4802

0,1950

0,3850

ALK

0,8936

0,6215

0,8729

CINF

0,0056

0,1544

0,6904

FLS

0,3451

0,7188

0,8762

LB

0,1594

0,0967

0,7603

NKTR

0,5259

0,8447

0,9172

BIG

SMALL
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Table 7

Threshold level
1,0%

2,5%

5,0%

Support barriers

0,8365

0,7716

0,2466

Resistance barriers

0,6565

0,5239

0,8045

Support barriers

0,8688

0,6589

0,9287

Resistance barriers

0,3981

0,5065

0,9830

BIG

SMALL

5. Discussion
5.1. Clustering and barrier approximation
From our first test, it is concluded there is no evidence to support the existence of uniformity
among our sample. This was obtained from the fact that the observed frequencies differ
considerably from the expected values for a uniform distribution. This, of course, goes against
the random walk hypothesis and the presumption that asset prices change in a random
fashion.
These results are in agreement with the conclusions drawn from earlier works (Osborne 1962;
Niederhoffer 1965, 1966; Harris 1991; Ikenberry & Weston 2007), both pre and post
decimalization. A priori, our results indicate a slightly higher level of clustering in big caps, with
big market capitalization companies displaying a significant reduction in sample variance as
we approach a point of clustering, whilst, on average, small market capitalization companies
do not.
On the other hand, our variability of returns test provides us with a tool capable of analyzing
the presence of clustering as well as the formation of barriers altogether. Our results indicate
that there is a significant decrease in the treatment variance for big caps when looked upon
as individual stocks and as a whole group. However, such is not the case for small caps when
analyzed individually, indicating a lower level of clustering. Nonetheless, when analyzing the
group as a whole, we find a significantly lower sample variance for the treatment group with
respect to the control group at the 0.05 level. When mixing big and small caps together, we
observe a significantly lower sample variance for the treatment group with respect to the
control group at the 0.01 level.
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5.2. Reflective barriers
It follows that, as stated before, there is not enough evidence to significantly corroborate our
reflective barriers hypothesis. If assessing under the 1% significance level, we can only
validate our hypothesis for Cincinnati Financial Corporation (CINF) at the 1% threshold.
Likewise, assessing the results by big caps, small caps, or all companies altogether does not
result in a positive outcome on the presence of price barriers. This contrasts with our findings
from previous tests, leading us to mixed results with respect to this issue.
On the other hand, significance levels do not seem to increase with threshold level for most
stocks. Further investigation may be needed, with a greater quantity of stocks under revision,
which should allow for smaller threshold levels.
6. Conclusion
The intention of this study has been to test how S&P 500 companies’ stocks adjust to the
existing theories about asset prices’ behaviour. Starting by having defined the premises
behind the two fundamental theories describing this phenomenon, we opted for the most
ascertainable way to address the topic, statistical tests.
This empirical approximation to our hypothesis started with the analysis of histograms for
different sub samples of our dataset, and the Chi-squared and Kolgomorov-Smirnov tests for
goodness of fit. From these we obtained our first results consisting in significant evidence for
the existence of clusters surrounding round numbers. In a similar grade of importance, those
tests allowed us to state our sample does not originate from a uniform probability distribution.
A priori, these results clash with the random walk hypothesis and independence of stock
prices.
This was followed by a variability of returns’ analysis. With it, we studied the variance, which
would be expected to decrease in sight of a convergence towards a point of clustering,
following the stabilization of prices that one could expect when close to this unstable
equilibrium. Our results were ambiguous, finding no significant decreases in variance when
observing small companies, but finding strong evidence towards the contrary for big
companies. This could be generated by the fact that bigger companies have a higher presence
and exposure in the media which could have an effect on stocks’ demand and therefore, on
their price.
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Finally, we performed tests to analyze the existence (or not) of support and resistance barriers.
We did not find any conclusive evidence that confirms the reflective barriers hypothesis along
the various thresholds proposed.
Although our results are mixed, and in a sense, may lead us to believe the existence of
barriers, we acknowledge the effect may not be fully captured. A few considerations with
respect to these tests include the timeframes for the duration of the convergence of price levels
towards point where these cluster, which possibly do not remain constant throughout time;
that barriers do not form exclusively at multiples of 10; and the thought that price barriers
should form at price levels which were once a floor or a ceiling in the past, which is not
necessarily true. Our test was subject to these sources for error in an attempt to set the test’s
boundaries.
As we walked through in section 2.2 about the behavioural reasons behind price formation,
several psychological factors may be playing a role in explaining our results. On closing
remarks, it may be hard to pinpoint which theory predominates, rather preferring to consider
all of them acting to some extent.
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